AFTER MARCO CHILLITUPA CHÁVEZ
*Inca Rulers and Francisco Pizarro, Spanish Conqueror of Peru*


This image represents 16 individual artworks.

RONNY QUEVEDO (ECUADORIAN, BORN 1981)
*los desaparecidos (the arbiter of time)*


CLARISSA TOSSIN (BRAZILIAN, BORN 1973)
*Encontro das Águas (Meeting of Waters)*


PEDRO ANTONIO GUALDI (ITALIAN, 1808-1857)
*The Cathedral of Mexico City*

**UNKNOWN ARTIST (COLOMBIA OR ECUADOR)**
*Chatelaine Pick*

Unknown Artist (Colombia or Ecuador), *Chatelaine Pick*, about 1650. Gold and emeralds; 2-1/2 x 1/2 in. Denver Art Museum, Gift of the Stapleton Foundation of Latin American Colonial Art, made possible by the Renchard Family, 1990.525.

**UNKNOWN ARTIST (COLOMBIA OR ECUADOR)**
*Halo*


**UNKNOWN ARTIST (COLOMBIA OR ECUADOR)**
*Breastplate with Supernatural Frontal Figure*

Unknown Artist (Cocle), *Breastplate with Supernatural Frontal Figure*, AD 700-1000. Panama. Gold alloy; 4-3/16 x 4-5/16 x 1/8 in. Collection of Frederick and Jan Mayer, 659.1993.

**UNKNOWN ARTIST (BOLIVIA)**
*Platter*


**NICOLÁS ENRÍQUEZ (MEXICAN, 1722-1787)**
*Virgin of Guadalupe*


**DARIO ESCOBAR (GUATEMALAN, BORN 1971)**
*Untitled (Skateboard)*

UNKNOWN ARTIST (CHIMÚ)
*Double-walled Beaker with Mythological Scene*


SANDY RODRIGUEZ (AMERICAN, BORN 1975)
*Calavera Copters (3)*


SANDY RODRIGUEZ (AMERICAN, BORN 1975)
*Mapa de los Child Detention, Family Separation, and other Atrocities - from the Codex Rodriguez-Mondragon*


JUAN ENRIQUE BEDOYA (PERUVIAN, BORN 1966)
*Photographs from the series Arquitectura I*


This image represents four individual artworks.

ALEXANDER APÓSTOL (VENEZUELAN, BORN 1969)
*Photographs from the series Partidos Políticos Desaparecidos (Disappeared Political Parties)*


This image represents four individual artworks.
UNKNOWN ARTIST (AZTEC)
Chicomecóatl (Maize Goddess)


UNKNOWN ARTIST (CHIMÚ)
Tasseled Tunic

Unknown Artist (Chimú), Tasseled Tunic, AD 900-1400, Peru. Knotted network and tapestry with applied tassels, cotton and camelid fiber; 21 x 53 x 2-1/2 in. Denver Art Museum Neusteter Textile Collection, Gift In Memory of Richard Levine, 2011.358.

JORGE PINEDA (DOMINICAN, BORN 1961)
Afro: Charlie